Secondary Newsletter
Homeroom of the Month - Grade 6
Welcome to 6th Grade
There are presently 9 students in Grade 6 from all
over the world, and together we believe that this will
be an exciting year for us. One new challenge that we
face is that it is the first time that we have different
teachers for each subject, and so it is extremely
important for us to stay organised and come to all of
our classes well prepared. The first weeks of school
have been challenging but fun and we are confident
that this year will be a wonderful experience.
Community-building is also an important part of 6th
grade and the teachers will ensure a solid foundation
upon which the students can build during the year.

Subject Focus - Languages
In the language classes, the new students of grade 6
learned in French how to greet people, to introduce
themselves and converse about family and friends.
They learned their numbers up to 20 and also the
alphabet. In German, most of the students are at least
at an intermediate level, so they began with a general
repetition of basic structures, including interrogative
and negative forms, and conjugation of both regular
and irregular verbs.

Dates for your Diary and
Upcoming events


3rd- 7th

October

Camp week Lisbon



28th

October

Mid-semester reports
home and Halloween
Movie Night 6pm- 9pm



3rd

November

2pm – 6pm Parent Teacher
Conferences

Current CCAs
Mon

Biology Resit Club

Wed

Basketball

Thu

Football

Events – Graduation and Family Day
Graduation
We wish our 2016 Graduates Miles Rautha, Cyril Hafen,
Marysia Swietlicka and Armin Reutel lots of luck with the
next chapters of their lives as they start university.
Family Day
The theme for this year’s Family Day was ‘Life Below the
Sea’, one of the United Nation’s 17 Sustainable
Development Goals. The Grade 7 cake raffle raised 160CHf
for charity and Grade 8 Olivia Moler and Grade 2
Shubhashini Schwalm, correctly guessed how may sweets
were in the Grade 9 Jar. Well done everybody!
Secondary were also lucky enough to have Mr Bergöö (who
was involved in developing these goals) visit and teach us
more about the ways in which we can aid in sustainable
development which is an important topic for our future!
We all had the opportunity to act as UN delegates!

